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Uldor is a web3 MMORPG being developed in UE5. Players
will go on quests to fight epic beasts, craft in-game items
with professions, and battle head-to-head in large scale
PvP battles. The economy of Uldor will be player-driven
with a fixed supply token and transparency backed by
blockchain. Our target audience are mainstream gamers
and we plan to onboard them to web3 gaming with a fun
and immersive free-to-play game and a low friction
introduction to blockchain.
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RUNI is a fixed supply ERC-20 token on Polygon (MATIC) and the primary
currency used in the world of Uldor. RUNI can be used to buy in-game
items such as gear, resources, or for repairs or upgrades of existing
items.

1.1 - The RUNI token

RUNI can be exchanged for other cryptocurrencies on decentralized
swaps.

1.1.1 - Exchanging

Marketplace transactions have a 5% fee that breaks down as follows:
    > 1% distributed back to players via Game Drops
    > 4% distributed to Development Team

1.1.2 - Marketplace Fee

RUNI tokens
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70% Game Drop Allocation (5-year distribution schedule)
15% Giveaways, Marketing, and Mint Rewards
10% Company Reserve
5% Liquidity Pool

RUNI will have a max supply of 100,000,000 and will be distributed in the
following breakdown:

1.1.3 - Distribution and Allocation

Year 1: 5 million
Year 2: 10 million
Year 3: 15 million
Year 4 & 5: 20 million

The majority of RUNI tokens will be distributed via Game Drops. Many
quests and other tasks will reward RUNI upon completion. Participating in
faction-based PvP will reward players with bounties for either killing other
players, taking objectives, or contributing resources to their faction.
Rewards will be dynamically distributed over a 5-year distribution schedule
with the following breakdown:

1.1.4  - Game Drops

15%
Giveaways,
Marketing,

Mint Rewards

10%
Company
Reserve

5%
Liquidity

Pool

70%
Game Drops

(5 year distribution schedule)

RUNI token allocation
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Guardians and Furies are ERC-721 tokens minted on the Ethereum
blockchain. Guardians and Furies are special hero-class characters.
Hero-class characters can join a faction and PvP from day one. They
won't need to level up, so no grinding, and they will have access to
unique adventures during their play experience. Other players who invite
hero class characters to groups can experience unique side-quests and
fight exclusive bosses. Upon minting, Guardians and Furies are assigned
random attributes, including armor and weapons and a unique character
name.

1.2 - Guardians and Furies

Companion pets are ERC-721 tokens that can be transferred, sold, or
used to permanently bind a companion pet to your hero character NFT.

1.3 - Companion Pets

Companion pets, Guardians and Furies
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Resources are needed by players and NPCs to create and repair in-game
items. Crafting a sword may require iron that can be acquired from a
resource plot. There are four primary types of resource plots, but
individual plots may have unique features that are rarer than others,
allowing players to gather less common resources. The four resource plot
types are quarries, water, agriculture, and forest.

Quarries will contain metals and minerals needed for creating or
repairing weapons and armor. Water plots can be used for fishing.
Agriculture plots will have herbs, fruits, and other vegetation. Forest
plots will have timber and small game for hunting.

Players can visit resource plots they own for free and harvest resources
to use or they can sell them on the marketplace. Players can also stake
their plots, allowing other players to harvest from them for a fee.

1.4 - Resource Plots

Resource plots
Many game items, including weapons and armor, will be NFTs that
players can trade or swap with other players. Some items will be created
by players using professions, with most requiring resources such as
metals or leathers.

1.5 - Game Items



The PvP Arena is a mode available prior to the full game release that will be
integrated into the final game. Players can use the arena to fight in matches
of 1v1 up to 5v5. There are a variety of play modes, including NPC (non-player
character) fighters and objectives that require player communication and
strategy to prevail.

2.2.1 - PvP Arena
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Uldor is an open world, MMORPG. Players can choose a playstyle that best fits
their interests.

Players can go on quests solo or in groups as they explore the world,
experience the lore, and earn rewards by slaying beasts or helping the people
of Uldor. Quests will reward players with RUNI tokens or in-game items.

2.1 - Questing

Players can fight head-to-head or in large-scale battles.
2.2 - Player-vs-Player (PvP)

Dread King Nycros
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Players can join factions to participate in faction-based combat. The
factions fight over territory which is defended by sentry posts. Players
can organize assaults to attack sentry posts held by opposing factions to
claim territory. Factions can use resources to build up their defenses
with walls and fortifications to better protect their territory. They can
also construct siege weapons for attacking other factions' defenses.
Players can earn RUNI by contributing resources to their faction.

2.2.2 - Faction Combat

Players may choose to specialize as a Merchant, where they can seek
out arbitrage opportunities from different marketplaces, set up trade
routes, and establish in-game businesses such as shops or taverns.

2.4 - Merchant

Map showing the 3 factions:
Zetan, Karg, and Kilan

Players can train and master professions, enabling them to create or
repair in-game items. 

2.3 - Professions
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Our team has been involved in the development process, and we know what it
takes to make a great game. Many projects leave their community waiting for
months, sometimes years, for a finished product that players can actually
experience. We have broken up our development into key phases, with each
phase having a necessary technical accomplishment needed in the final phase.
At each phase, we plan to release a deliverable product for our community to
experience while we work on the next phase. We are currently in development
and regularly sharing development updates.

The PvP Arena will be released as a stand-alone game mode to allow
players to experience PvP combat while we are building the final game.
The Arena mode will take full advantage of the Unreal Engine and use 3D
animated characters. In this mode, we can test and hone the fighting
mechanics and other elements with the game engine. This game mode will
appeal to competitive players and streamers.

3.1 - Phase 1: PvP Arena

PvP Arena
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The final phase is our open-world MMORPG. In this phase, we deliver
the world content, including cities, quests, and professions.

3.4 - Phase 4: The World of Uldor

The faction combat system will be released as the first element of
the persistent world. Players can participate in large scale PvP
battles as the factions fight over territory. This also introduces the
utility of resources.

3.3 - Phase 3: Faction Combat

The Battle Royale mode will include fun, replayable multiplayer
experiences where gamers can compete for loot. Battle Royale modes are
addictive modes that appeal to casual and hardcore gamers alike. Players
will be able to battle Uldor bosses like the Basilisk in an epic adventures.

3.2 - Phase 2: Battle Royale Mode
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Uldor is a game 10 years in the making! The team first acquired Uldor.com in January of 2011.
While we have contributed to other games in development and content, and spent many hours
playing tons of RPGs and MMOs, Uldor is the game we've been working on and dreaming of for
years. NFTs and p2e have provided the perfect path and purpose for us to finally fulfill our vision.
We see Uldor as a way to onboard mainstream gamers to p2e by providing an amazing quality, fun
game with a real, player-driven economy. This project has years of ideas, lore, and passion that is
ready to go. We can’t wait to show you what we have in store.

Chris Graslo

IT Director, CIO, and consultant with 15+ years of experience in business and finance. In a previous
corporate job, Graslo was responsible for the security of $2b USD in assets. A long-time user of
Bitcoin, Ethereum, and other cryptocurrencies, Graslo is a big believer in NFTs as a major disruptor
for gaming. Currently, he works as a consultant assisting with marketing, communications, and
development for 2 NFT companies: Zeblocks (creators of Unigrids and Beatboxes) and flowty.io (p2p
lending platform for Flow-based NFTs). Graslo is an avid gamer and former streamer. He assisted in
development and content for several games and that has always been his true passion.
See more of our team at Uldor.com.

Graslo (Co-Founder and CEO)

Twitter: @graslogamer
OpenSea: graslo.eth

Nifty's: graslo
 

https://uldor.com/
https://twitter.com/graslogamer
https://opensea.io/Graslo
https://niftys.com/graslo
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We would love to have you as part of our growing community! Join our Discord and follow us on
Twitter. If you want to participate in the game, or  you want to stake a character or resource plot,
you can pick up some of our NFTs. Once the NFTs have been minted, you can find them on secondary
marketplaces. Check our website for official links.

Our Genesis Sale NFTs consist of 2 hero-class characters and Resource/Land Plots.

• Guardians (hero-class character) - 0.08 ETH /  10,000 Total Supply
• Furies (hero-class character) - 0.08 ETH / 10,000 Total Supply
• Resource Plots - Stay Tuned

5.1 - Mint Opportunities

Sample Guardian NFT

https://discord.gg/uldor
https://twitter.com/UldorGuardians

